
Eco passport

Our eco passport

Signify leads the way to brighter lives and
a better world. As part of the design
process, we innovate to reduce our
environmental impact by taking climate
action and by focusing on circularity and
bring wider benefits to the world we
operate in via social aspects as food
availability, health & wellbeing, and safety
& security.

We know this is important to you too. So
we have developed an eco passport
explaining the environmental and social
performance of our products in eight
Sustainable Focal Areas, developed
through our Sustainable Design process
since 1994.

Further reading at:
https://www.philips.com/a-w/about/
sustainability/sustainable-planet/green-
products-and-green-innovation.html
© 2023 Signify Holding. All rights reserved.

MASTER LEDlustre DT 8-60W P50 E14 827 CL
MASTER LEDcandle DiamondSpark

Delivering incandescent-like sparkling light effects, MASTER LEDcandle bulbs are ideal for
general and decorative lighting in the hospitality industry, as well as in home environments.
The dimmable MASTER LEDcandles drive further efficiencies, while helping to create the
desired atmosphere. Mounted in full view in chandeliers, wall scones or modern luminaires,
the clear or frosted glass bulbs fit all existing fixtures with an E14 and B15 socket. Drawing
upon inputs from chandelier makers and designed to enhance the aesthetic appeal of the
chandelier or luminaire, not only when lit but also when not, these lamps come in a classical
slender shape with a unique, eye-catching lens design. They produce a beautiful sparkling
warm light that delivers huge energy savings and minimizes maintenance cost. The flame-
shaped candle lamps comes in a classical slender shape with a unique, eye-catching lens
design that perfectly complements modern LED candles.

Energy

• Dimmable: Only with specific dimmers

• Energy Efficiency Class: F

• Lamp Luminous Efficacy EM (Nom): 100.00 lm/W

• Power (Rated) (Nom): 8 W

Circularity

• Nominal lifetime (nom.): 25000 h

Packaging

• SAP Weight Paper Unit (Case): 0.327 kg

• SAP Weight Paper Unit (Piece): 0.018 kg

Substances

• EU REACH restrictions compliant: Yes

• EU REACH SVHC declaration: Yes

• EU RoHS compliant: Yes

Weight & Materials

• Net Weight (Piece): 0.084 kg

Energy efficiency ranking / External awards
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